Season Pass Price Positioning for Outdoor Waterparks
By David J. Sangree, MAI, CPA, ISHC
With the arrival of 2012, outdoor waterparks across the country are promoting and
selling their season passes online, often advertising them as the perfect holiday gift.
Properties are offering incentives to past season pass holders to renew, and new pass
holders to purchase, prior to the end of the year. Season passes are an important
component of almost every outdoor waterpark marketing plan and the attendance and
revenue they generate are critical building blocks of operating budgets. Season passes
provide dependable attendance and upfront cash flow while allowing for user flexibility
which may impact length of stay or in-park spending.
Season passes are the outdoor waterpark equivalent of community pool memberships.
Season passes are marketed to guests who will plan on visiting multiple times or who
are interested in the added value that often comes with a season pass. Properties often
sell and promote several types of season passes including premium passes that include
additional benefits such as admission to other parks in the company chain, free season
pass parking, and in-park discounts not available with the standard season pass.
The purpose of this article is to analyze the top performing outdoor waterparks and their
season passes and review price points and incentives used to sell season passes for the
upcoming 2012 season.
NATIONAL WATERPARKS OVERVIEW
A waterpark is a type of amusement park that features water play areas such as water
slides, splash pads, wave pools, lazy rivers, and swimming pools. Outdoor waterparks
are generally seasonal and are highly dependent on the weather. Outdoor waterparks,
which evolved in the late 1970s, have become increasingly popular over the years. The
United States has the largest and most concentrated waterpark market in the world.
Hotel & Leisure Advisors defines an outdoor waterpark as those facilities offering three
or more larger water slides. According to research performed by Hotel & Leisure
Advisors, more than 380 larger waterparks exist within the United States. The following
chart identifies, by region, the 2011 supply of waterparks as defined above.
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2011 Open Waterpark Supply By Region
Outdoor Waterparks
Region
Northeast
Midwest

Municipal

Private

1

51

Total
52

88

52

140
124

South

33

91

West

17

49

66

139

243

382

Total

Note: Outdoor waterparks defined as having three or more slides
Source: Hotel & Leisure Advisors, LLC, November 2011

There are numerous additional smaller aquatic facilities, some of which claim to be
waterparks, located throughout the country but these are excluded in the figures above.
The figures also exclude indoor waterpark resorts. Resort hotels have been adding
outdoor waterparks to their properties in recent years, which are included in the outdoor
waterparks figures shown above.
As shown above, outdoor waterparks can either be a municipally owned or privately
owned facility. Both municipal and private owned waterparks sell season passes.
SEASON PASS REVIEW
Our research indicates that the price a guest pays for outdoor waterpark season passes
is determined by several things including the type of season pass being purchased, the
quantity of season passes being purchased, the time of year, and the method of
payment for the season pass. The following are examples of price incentives and
discounts currently being offered by outdoor waterpark properties.
•

Price discount for purchasing a season pass valid for multiple years

•

Price discount for purchasing a season pass before the end of the year or for the
holidays

•

Price discount for purchasing multiple season passes at the same time; four or
more passes is the typical quantity discount, however some properties offer
discounts for purchasing two or more season passes

•

Price discount when purchasing a season pass online

•

Free season pass parking if season pass is purchased online

•

Premium season pass prices that include unlimited visits to other parks in the
outdoor waterpark’s company chain

•

Price discounts on combination passes that includes adjacent theme or
amusement parks that are owned by the outdoor waterpark’s parent company

•

Buy three season passes get one free

•

Price discount for buying a weekday only season pass
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We have analyzed season pass pricing information at 28 of the top performing outdoor
waterparks based upon attendance. We have profiled the admission rates, season pass
prices, adult and child’s admission rate compared to the season pass price, and the
number of visits required to pay for a season pass purchase for each of these facilities.
We have reviewed and analyzed the overall data and the data by region of the United
States. Each of the regions studied had a minimum of five outdoor waterparks. This is
presented in the following table.

Region

U.S. Waterparks with Highest Attendance
Admission Rates and Season Pass Rates by Region - 2011 / 2012
Adult
Child
Admission
Admission
Visits Required
Visits Required
Average Adult Average Child
Average
Rate as
Rate as
to Pay for an
to Pay for a
Admission
Admission
Season Pass
Percentage of
Adult Season Percentage of
Child Season
Rate
Rate
Cost
Season Pass
Season Pass
Pass
Pass
Price
Price

Midwest

$32.31

$20.11

$97.79 Adult
$72.79 Child

36%

3.02

29%

3.60

Northeast

$36.18

$27.58

$90.99 Adult
$88.99 Child

40%

2.55

31%

3.33

South

$43.36

$36.06

$98.80 Adult
$87.90 Child

46%

2.28

42%

2.49

West

$34.16

$25.66

$86.59 Adult
$85.59 Child

51%

2.15

38%

2.80

Overall
Average

$38.14

$29.47

$91.52 Adult
$73.17 Child

44%

2.43

37%

2.90

Source: Hotel & Leisure Advisors

The adult admission prices range from $27.99 to $49.99 for all the outdoor waterparks
studied, with a mean overall adult admission price of $38.14. The child admission prices
range from $12.99 to $44.99 for all properties studied, with a mean overall child
admission price of $29.47. All properties offer an adult admission price and a children’s
admission price; however, approximately 65% of the properties did not offer a
discounted child season pass. The adult season pass prices range from $47.99 to $164,
with several of the properties that own adjacent theme parks only offering a
combination waterpark and amusement park season pass. The mean overall adult
season pass price is $91.52. The child season pass prices range from $32.99 to
$119.99, with a mean overall child season pass price of $73.17.
The adult admission rate as a percentage of the season pass price varied between all the
properties. The percentage ranged from 20% to 77%, with a mean of 44%, and a
median of 43%. The child admission rate as a percentage of the season pass price
ranged from 19% to 68%, with a mean of 37%, and a median also of 37%.
The number of outdoor waterpark visits it takes to pay for an adult season pass in the
overall study ranges from 1.30 to 5.13, with a mean of 2.43 visits and a median of 2.34.
The number of visits it takes to pay for a child season pass ranges from 1.46 to 5.34,
with a mean of 2.90 visits and a median of 2.75. Our research indicates that for the top
performing outdoor water parks, on average, a guest will pay for their adult season pass
in less than two and one half visits. Overall, a child season pass will be paid for in
slightly less than three visits. This higher visit count required to pay for a child season
pass is due to properties offering a child admission while only offering a single season
pass good for an adult or child.
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The season pass information was analyzed by region with each region in the study
having a minimum of five outdoor waterparks reviewed. The Midwest region had the
lowest average adult admission at $32.31 and the lowest average child admission at
$20.11. However, properties in the Midwest had the highest required visits to pay off an
adult season pass at 3.02 and a child season pass at 3.60. The South region had the
highest average adult admission at $43.36 and the highest average child admission at
$36.06. Properties in the South had the lowest required visits to pay for a child season
pass at 2.49, and the second lowest required visits to pay for an adult season pass at
2.28. The West region had the lowest required visits to pay for an adult season pass at
2.15. This low required visit count is due to having the lowest average adult season pass
cost at $86.59 of all four regions reviewed.
Conclusion: The study of outdoor waterpark season pass prices indicates that the price
a guest will pay is determined by the type of season pass being purchased, the quantity
of season passes being purchased, the time of year the pass is being purchased, and the
method of payment for the season pass. All of the properties in the study offered both
an adult regular admission and a child’s admission; however, only approximately one
third also offered a child season pass. The large majority of the properties in the survey
opted to sell a season pass valid for both children and adults. A guest purchasing a
season pass to their favorite outdoor waterpark can anticipate paying off the season
pass purchase in less than three visits. Properties looking to competitively price their
outdoor waterpark season pass, should have their regular admission be 30% to 50% of
the undiscounted season pass price to generate value for the property.
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